Advances in Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy: Quantitation of Biomolecular Interactions and Imaging of Membrane Dynamics

The overall aim of our laboratory is to develop techniques to investigate molecular actions and functions under physiological relevant conditions to gain insights into important biological questions. In the last years we have developed two different Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy (FCS) modalities that allow for the first time a) the quantitative measurement of molecular interactions in organisms, and b) the imaging of a whole cell membrane in a spectroscopic mode. The first method is single wavelength excitation fluorescence cross-correlation spectroscopy (SW-FCCS) which allows the determination of biomolecular interactions in vivo. We demonstrate how SW-FCCS can be used to measure the dissociation constants of Cdc42, a small Rho-GTPase, with different interacting molecules (N-WASP, IRSp53, IQGAP1) in live cells and zebrafish embryos. Secondly, to multiplex FCS measurements and acquire spatial maps of concentrations and diffusion coefficients, we developed a total internal reflection (TIR) based FCS approach using EMCCDs as detectors. Imaging Total Internal Reflection FCS (ITIR-FCS) can take more than 3000 measurements simultaneously and thus can yield spatial maps of concentrations and diffusion coefficients of lipid bilayers and cell membranes. As an example, we monitored cell membrane changes by using raft and non-raft associated molecules upon the removal of cholesterol. Our results indicate that the cell membrane organization on the nano- and micron-scale follow different patterns on cells. Both tools, SW-FCCS and ITIR-FCS, are new tools which allow quantitative measurements in cells which can yield new insights into biological phenomena.
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